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Abstract

This paper analyzes the performance of current transformers (CTs) under the presence of geomagnetically induced currents (GICs). Our intent is to characterize the impact of GICs on CT performance in the context of protection security and dependability. The paper proposes a simple CT model to analyze the GIC problem and applies it, as well as laboratory tests on a physical CT, to explain and quantify the impact of GICs on CTs. We conclude that GIC impact is negligible in steady states during load conditions or faults but is significant in the first few milliseconds of a fault. However, CT saturation caused by a preexisting GIC disappears very quickly. As a result, the impact to protective relays is minimal.

1 Introduction

Geomagnetically induced currents (GICs) are unipolar currents caused by earth’s magnetic storms that flow in transmission lines and circulate through system grounding points, typically through wye-connected transformer windings and autotransformers. To the system, a GIC appears as a quasi-dc current superimposed onto the nominal system frequency currents. GICs remain a concern for the electric power industry, specifically with regard to the integrity of large, expensive, and difficult-to-replace assets (mainly power transformers and synchronous generators). In the case of power transformers, GICs can potentially cause thermal damage as a result of elevated excitation currents and stray flux closing outside of the transformer magnetic core. Further, the increased excitation current drawn by the transformers is harmonic-rich, which can cause problems for adjacent generators. In this case, the concern is the extra rotor heating caused by certain harmonic currents in the stator that establish a magnetic field rotating in the opposite direction of the rotor.

This paper focuses on the performance of current transformers (CTs) with GICs. In steady states, constant currents (such as GICs) are not transformed across the magnetic circuit of a CT, but they offset the magnetic flux and increase CT errors. Therefore, we are concerned with protection security and dependability for faults and switching events that happen when the primary current contains a GIC component.

The industry understands the impact of CT burden, CT ratio, saturation voltage, fault current level, system X/R ratio, or even remanent flux on the performance of protection CTs. We know how these factors contribute to CT saturation, and we can size a CT to avoid saturation or calculate the time to saturation for cases when saturation cannot be avoided [1]. However, the presence of GICs is a less understood factor that—at least in theory—impacts the performance of protection CTs. Our goal is to characterize that impact in both qualitative and quantitative manners so that we can combine our findings into a complete set of rating calculations for a CT (together with the burden, X/R ratio, saturation voltage, and so on).

In this paper, we briefly explain the GIC phenomenon and review the GIC levels we can expect in practice. Next, we introduce a novel and simplified CT model that allows us to understand and characterize the impact of GICs, as well as the impact of all traditional factors, such as the X/R ratio of the system, CT burden, or saturation voltage. We use this model in conjunction with tests on a physical CT to analyze the effects GICs have on a CT both in the steady state as well as transiently. We use these findings to provide CT derating rules that consider GICs and discuss the impact of GIC-induced CT errors on protective relays.

2 GIC phenomenon

Sunspots are regions of intense magnetic activity on the surface of the sun that result from spatiotemporal variations of the sun’s magnetic field. Sunspots can produce a sudden release of energy in the form of solar flares and/or coronal mass ejections, which discharge large amounts of electrons, ions, and atoms. Once these particles reach the earth, they push on the earth’s magnetosphere, and as a result, some of the particles enter the earth’s ionosphere. This influx of charges changes the ionospheric current and the magnetic field it produces. As the time-varying magnetic field links conducting loops on the earth’s surface (such as electrical transmission circuits, railways, or piping systems), the magnetic field induces an electromotive force around the loops, as dictated by Faraday’s law. These geoelectric electromotive forces then drive GICs in the conducting circuits that superimpose onto the system currents.

GICs are especially noticeable in high-latitude locations (where the effects of geomagnetic storms are the greatest) and in long, high-voltage lines with tall transmission towers, both
of which result in an increased loop area linked by the magnetic field, and therefore, an increased geoelectric electromotive force.

Because of the slow variation of the induced geoelectric field (relative to the power system frequency), a GIC is considered a quasi-dc current with frequencies in the millihertz range or lower. Fig. 1 is a capture of the GIC measured in a transformer neutral in Finland during a geomagnetic storm that occurred on March 24, 1991 [2]. The plot shows the erratic, yet very slowly changing, level of the induced current. For all practical purposes, GICs are preexisting dc currents when considering power system frequencies.

![Figure 1](image)

**Fig. 1.** GIC measured in a transformer neutral during a geomagnetic storm that occurred on March 24, 1991 [2].

When considering the magnitude of GICs, Fig. 1 provides an excellent example of severe GIC levels. In order to indicate their severity, geomagnetic storms are given a K-index rating. The storm that occurred on March 24, 1991, was a K-9 level storm, the highest level presently defined. The peak magnitude of –200 A that was captured in Fig. 1 represents a worst-case expected value. However, this value was measured in the transformer neutral, and the GIC present in each phase conductor is essentially one-third of this amount, or 67 A. This per-phase value corresponds to hand calculations of the GIC levels in the phase conductors given the magnetic field levels during a large geomagnetic storm and the resistance of a transmission line conductor [3].

Practically, when considering CTs, GICs are preexisting dc currents with magnitudes that are a small percentage (below 10 percent) of a typical transmission-grade CT rating.

### 3 Simplified CT model for protection considerations

A CT is a system with the primary current as an independent input, the secondary current as the output of interest, the burden, and the magnetic core all intertwined with the applicable laws of physics. The first approximation of this system, sufficient for protection studies, is as follows.

The primary ($i_1$) and secondary ($i_2$) currents follow the ampere-turn balance equation, with the excitation current ($i_\mu$) modeling the core excitation and saturation. Typically, we have a single primary turn and $N$ secondary turns, yielding the following:

$$i_1 = N \cdot (i_\mu + i_2)$$

Introducing the primary ratio current ($i'_1$), which is the ratio of $i_1$ to $N$, we can write (1) in secondary amperes as follows:

$$i'_1 = i_\mu + i_2 \quad \text{or} \quad i_2 = i'_1 - i_\mu$$

Equation (2) signifies that the secondary current equals the primary ratio current less the excitation current. Therefore, the excitation current represents the CT error.

The secondary or excitation voltage ($v_2$) of the CT is the product of the secondary current and the secondary burden ($R_B$), which is predominately resistive when considering microprocessor-based relays and which also includes the secondary winding resistance, the CT leads’ resistance, and the relay input resistance. The secondary voltage of the CT is as follows:

$$v_2 = R_B \cdot i_2$$

The induced excitation voltage is proportional to the rate-of-change of the magnetic flux; therefore, the magnetic flux linkage ($\lambda$) is an integral of the excitation voltage and is as follows:

$$\lambda = \int v_2 \, dt$$

Finally, we recognize the nonlinear relationship between the flux linkage and the excitation current as follows:

$$i_\mu = h(\lambda)$$

where $h$ is the nonlinear function representing a relationship between the instantaneous excitation current and the instantaneous magnetic flux linkage (we neglect hysteresis because it is noncritical for our considerations).

Equations (1) through (5) are the first principles of a CT. We show them graphically in Fig. 2 using both the circuit model (a) and the signal model (b).

![Figure 2](image)

**Fig. 2.** CT representation using a circuit model (a) and a signal model (b).

The CT representation in Fig. 2b is helpful for understanding how CT errors are introduced in the first place. For small primary currents, the feedback in the form of the excitation current is small, making the secondary current practically equal to the primary ratio current. The higher the current, the higher the burden, and/or the lower the frequency, the larger the feedback and the resulting CT errors.
We tested the performance of our CT signal model by matching its $h$ function to the 60 Hz excitation characteristic of a C10, 150:5 CT, as shown in Fig. 3. We selected a low-ratio CT in order to apply high multiples of rated current with our test equipment.

From Fig. 3, note the difference between the CT root-mean-square (rms) excitation curve, which is the curve used in standard practice, and its peak-valued excitation curve, which is the curve we must match the $h$ function to in (5) for our CT model. The difference clearly illustrates the distortion of the excitation current once the CT operation passes its knee point and moves into the saturated region. Fig. 3 also shows that the $h$ function for our CT model matches reasonably well to our laboratory CT (for comparison purposes, we scaled $h$ from volt peak seconds [the unit for flux linkage] to volts rms).

To illustrate the accuracy of our simple model, we applied a fully offset fault current with a decaying dc component to both the laboratory CT and our CT model. The dc component had a 30 ms time constant and a magnitude of 1,350 A rms primary (9 times rated current and the maximum capacity of our laboratory equipment) at 60 Hz. Fig. 4a shows the individual CT responses to the fault. The plot shows that the CT model represents the laboratory CT reasonably well at 60 Hz. However, in order for our model to be useful in the analysis of CT performance when subjected to GICs, it needs to model the behavior for lower-frequency currents as well.

Fig. 4b captures the CT responses for a fault current of 30 Hz with a time constant of 60 ms and a current magnitude of 675 A rms primary (4.5 times rated current). As before, the model response reasonably matches that of the laboratory CT even at this lower frequency. How is this possible when the $h$ function used in our model was matched with data at 60 Hz (see Fig. 3)?

The reason is that the $h$ function is actually independent of frequency. The $h$ function ties the flux linkage of the CT to its excitation current, as shown in (5). Because the CT flux linkage is the integral of the excitation voltage, as shown in (4), the frequency information that is present in the voltage signal is accounted for through the integration process. As the signal frequency decreases, the area under the excitation voltage waveform becomes larger (assuming that the voltage peak is held constant), resulting in a higher peak flux. The higher peak flux in turn requires a larger magnetizing current, as dictated by the frequency-independent $h$ function.

This principle is the basis for the frequency derating of a CT. When reducing the signal frequency, we need to reduce the applied current proportionally (which reduces the excitation voltage proportionally) in order to keep the excitation current (i.e., the CT error), and thus the CT response, the same. This concept is depicted in Fig. 4, where the frequency and time constant were doubled and the current was halved in (b) in order to keep the CT response approximately the same as (a). More information and test results can be found in [4].

Having validated our CT model at nominal frequency, as well as at lower frequencies, we can now use it to study CT performance in the presence of GICs.

## 4 CT response to GICs

GICs change very slowly. We can approximate them with a dc component that is superimposed on the system nominal frequency current. In this section we analyze the steady-state and transient impact GIC has on CT operation.

### 4.1 CT steady-state response to GIC

Being a transformer, a CT does not reproduce a dc component in the steady state. However, when applying a dc step, a dc component flows initially in the secondary winding. This dc component creates a dc excitation voltage across the burden resistance. This voltage is integrated into a flux linkage, and therefore, the flux linkage ramps up linearly, drawing more and more excitation current. This continues until the CT reaches an equilibrium state in which the excitation current equals the primary ratio dc current, which forces the secondary dc current to zero (see Fig. 2b).
However, what happens if an ac signal is also present with the dc signal? This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 5, where we applied a primary current to our CT model, which was composed of 150 A dc superimposed with 150 A ac at 60 Hz (5 A dc and 5 A ac secondary).

![Fig. 5. Response of the CT model to a dc current of 150 A and an ac current of 150 A rms: primary ratio current (blue dashed), secondary current (red solid), secondary voltage, flux linkage, and excitation current.](image)

In Fig. 5, note that initially the CT passes both the ac and dc components of the primary current. However, once the flux linkage builds up to approximately 0.06 Vs, it crosses the knee point of its excitation characteristic and there is a dramatic increase in the excitation current. Once this happens, the dc component disappears from the secondary current, but surprisingly, the magnitude reduction and angle shift in the 60 Hz secondary component are smaller than one might expect.

We filtered the primary ratio and secondary currents of Fig. 5 with a band-pass filter tuned to 60 Hz. We measured a magnitude error of 19 percent and a phase error of 31 degrees in the secondary current compared with the primary ratio current.

We explain the ability for the CT to simultaneously be saturated in terms of the dc component while still reproducing the 60 Hz component reasonably well by pointing out the difference in flux linkage that each component produces. Supporting the 150 A dc component in the primary signal results in a flux linkage of 0.065 Vs, as indicated by the dc component of the flux linkage in Fig. 5 once steady state is reached. However, the 150 A ac component only results in a peak flux linkage of 0.00162 Vs (consider the area under the ac portion of the excitation voltage of Fig. 5 compared with the area under the dc portion). This ac flux linkage superimposes around the dc bias of 0.065 Vs, as shown in Fig. 5. While the CT is operating in the saturated region at this point, it is able to support the small oscillation of the ac component with surprising accuracy. This behavior was also observed in [5].

### 4.2 Derating a CT for steady-state GIC effects

To magnify the effect GICs have on steady-state CT performance, the previous example assumed an unrealistic GIC current whose magnitude was equal to the rated current of the CT. In practice, a GIC component is 10 percent or less of the CT rated current. For example, a 50 A dc per-phase current in a transmission line protected using 800:5 CTs is only $50 / 800 = 6.25$ percent of the rated current. This low bias impacts CT performance under fault conditions to a very small degree, as we will now illustrate.

The “no-saturation” CT operating condition is specified by the CT error being below 10 percent. We use the 10 percent difference between the primary ratio current magnitude and the secondary current magnitude as the limit of no-saturation operation. To obtain our reference value (no GICs present), we increase the CT burden to the point that we obtain 10 percent error at exactly 20 times rated current. Then we step through a range of GIC values for our CT model and find—for each GIC value—the symmetrical ac current that brings us to the 10 percent error. Table 1 shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IGIC (pu)</th>
<th>IAC (pu)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>19.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>19.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>19.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>18.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Maximum ac reproduced with 10 percent error for a given GIC (C10, 150:5 CT).

The results show that for realistic values of the GIC (0 to 10 percent of rated current), the impact is unnoticeable. However, if the amount of GIC approaches the CT nominal current, the impact is certainly observable, as Fig. 5 demonstrated.

### 4.3 CT transient response to GICs

Having examined the steady-state effects GICs have on CTs, we now turn our attention to the transient effects. To demonstrate these effects, we applied a prefault load current of 150 A rms (rated current) to the laboratory CT and then applied a symmetrical fault current of 1.6 kA. We recorded the CT response for two different cases: (1) no GICs present in the primary current, and (2) a GIC of 15 A dc (10 percent of rated current). Fig. 6 captures the two responses.

![Fig. 6.](image)

Congruent with the previous subsection, Fig. 6 shows that in the steady state, the ac component with a GIC present is reproduced well compared with the ac component without GIC.
GIC present (note the slightly elevated steady-state excitation current levels in the GIC case). However, the transient response during the first half-cycle of the fault is quite different; the transient saturation of the CT is much more severe when the GIC is present.

![CT Response Graph](image)

Fig. 6. Laboratory CT response with and without a GIC of 15 A dc present during a prefault load of 150 A rms and fault current of 1.6 kA rms: primary ratio current (black dashed), secondary current without GIC (blue dotted), secondary current with GIC (red solid), excitation current without GIC (blue dotted) and excitation current with GIC (red solid).

The reason for this dramatic difference is that, while the GIC magnitude is small in comparison with the CT capacity (10 percent of rated current), the GIC creates a significant bias in the flux linkage level of the CT prior to the fault. For our laboratory CT, the 15 A dc offsets the flux linkage by a value of 0.053 Vs. In comparison, the knee-point flux linkage level is around 0.06 Vs. Then, because the first half-cycle polarity of the fault current is the same as that of the GIC, the flux linkage level quickly moves past the knee point, resulting in the severe transient saturation observed. This effect is very similar to the transient saturation experienced by a CT with a large remanent flux left in its core when it is exposed to fault current, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

The upper plot of Fig. 7 gives us insight into why the transient saturation we observed when a GIC was present in Fig. 6.

![CT Response Graph](image)

![CT Response Graph](image)

Fig. 7. Response of the CT model to a fault current of 10 pu rms with a remanent flux linkage between 0.00 Vs and 0.05 Vs: primary ratio current (blue dotted), secondary current (red), and flux linkage for the 0.05 Vs remanent flux case.

4.4 Derating a CT for transient GIC-induced saturation

As previously described, a GIC offsets the flux linkage of a CT by an amount dictated by the excitation characteristic of the core. This offset decreases the room available to accommodate the fault current without saturation. We offer the following procedure to evaluate the derating factor for the transient CT performance caused by a GIC.

From the excitation curve plotted using peak excitation current values (the red curve in Fig. 3), we can read the rms voltage corresponding to the GIC level in question. For example, for the 10 percent GIC level in our laboratory CT (0.5 A), we see from Fig. 3 that a voltage of 14 V rms is required. This is the voltage level that is effectively used up in the CT because of the GIC. When considering transient saturation, this voltage translates into a current level the CT is no longer able to support, as determined by the burden resistance. Given the burden we used with our CT model to achieve a 10 percent error at 20 times rated current, the 14 V level in our example corresponds to a current of 73 A rms secondary, or 14.6 pu. Thus, the 0.1 pu GIC is equivalent to an ac current of 14.6 pu rms.

This example shows that the impact of GICs is significant. To remove the transient effect of a GIC component of only 10 percent of CT rated value, we need to reduce the ac component by 14.6 times the CT rated value.

5 Impact of GIC-induced CT errors on protection

In the previous sections, we explained that steady-state CT errors caused by practical GIC levels are minor. Protective
relays are not designed or applied assuming perfect CT performance. Both design and setting margins are applied to cope with CT ratio errors and CT saturation.

We conclude the following with respect to protection elements that can be impacted by steady-state CT saturation caused by GICs:

- Line distance and overcurrent elements may slightly underreach due to CT errors caused by GICs. However, these elements do underreach under normal conditions (such as fault resistance) and are therefore backed up by other protection elements. Time-coordinated elements apply margins, and they retain dependability despite the GIC-caused CT errors.
- Line differential elements typically incorporate a means to address CT saturation, such as percentage restraint or the Alpha Plane [6], and they comfortably tolerate CT errors caused by GICs in steady states.
- Transformer differential elements include percentage restraint to cope with CT errors, and they too remain secure for external faults, even under GICs.

Transient CT saturation due to preexisting GICs can be substantial. The saturation is, however, short-lived. We offer the following comments with respect to this:

- Distance and overcurrent relays tend to underreach because of substantial CT saturation in the first half-cycle of the fault current. As a result, we may see slightly delayed protection operation for in-zone faults due to transient CT saturation caused by GICs. Again, the instantaneous distance and overcurrent elements can underreach (e.g., during resistive faults), and their slightly delayed operation will therefore not cause major problems and is not typically even noticed.
- Fast line differential relays may be affected by transient CT saturation, but these relays already guard against CT saturation when designed properly. Slower line differential relays are secure because the errors during transient CT saturation from GICs are short-lived.
- Similar points apply to transformer differential relays.

We conclude that the impact of GIC-induced CT saturation on protective relays is minor. Existing means to deal with CT saturation caused by more common factors ensure security for CT errors caused by GICs.

6 Conclusion

This paper provides a methodology to analyze the impact of GICs on protection CTs and makes a number of observations related to the topic.

The presented signal model of a CT is a very useful way of depicting the operation of a CT and aids understanding of CT operation for a number of conditions and factors.

Practical GIC levels have a minor impact on transmission-rated CTs in steady states. Transiently, even small GIC levels can lead to CT saturation during faults, but the CT pulls out of this GIC-induced saturation very quickly (in a half-cycle).

While this effect is significant, it is similar to the impact of remanent flux, and it does not bring any new threats to properly designed protection systems.

The paper also provides a methodology to derate a CT for the expected level of a GIC. When applied to guarantee saturation-free CT operation, this methodology leads to a considerably oversized CT (similar to factoring in a high remanent flux). We do not recommend applying such derating. Without the derating, the CT may experience saturation, but the saturation quickly disappears.

Ultimately, our takeaways agree with common observations and the lack of correlation between days of high geomagnetic activity and relay misoperations. We analyzed our data on unexpected relay operations and magnetic storm activity but found no correlation.
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